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ABOVE Laura Dern in David Lynch’s Inland Empire (2006)

Laura Dern’s crying mouth made me into a
cinephile. The moment, a cinematic primal
scene, as teenage Sandy’s singing robins fantasy cracks apart in David Lynch’s Blue Velvet
(1986), contaminated by the sight of Dorothy’s (Isabella Rossellini) violated nakedness. Dern’s pained, plasmatic grimace
grotesquely encapsulates the figure of the
suffering blonde, innocence besmirched.
Her mouth was a gateway into Lynch’s perverse netherworld of submerged sex and
all-American cruelty.
Reading Melissa Anderson’s thrillingly
associative and brilliantly evocative book
Inland Empire, the third in Fireflies Press’s
Decadent series (which will cover ten significant films of the 2000s), reminds us that
in the cinema, in our screen obsessions, we
are never alone. Examining the mesmerising Dern as avatar and axiomatic figure of
Lynch’s cinema, Anderson writes that her
“corporeality functions as [Inland Empire’s]
irreducible reality”. Dern’s shapeshifting
turn as the actress Nikki Grace and her various alter-egos is central to Lynch’s terrifying
funhouse-mirror homage to moviemaking.
Anderson incisively analyses the fascinations of performance, specifically women’s
enactments of existential breakdown and
psychosexual damage. Decentring the
directorial grip on filmic meaning, Anderson develops an “acteurist” method to examine Dern’s paroxysmal stardom (drawing on

a term borrowed from critic Dave Kehr)
and the “wild atavistic refractions” of Dern’s
earlier roles and Hollywood’s mythos of the
“woman in trouble”.
Anderson refreshingly brings to Lynch’s
oeuvre a queer feminist critical inflection
inherited from a genealogy of writing on the
frisson of star bodies from Parker Tyler to
Boyd McDonald to Patricia White. In the
process, she reflects on the task of film writing: how can the critic provide an account
adequate to an “insoluble, labyrinthine”
filmic object? Anderson gestures to that
which remains beyond the grasp of words
when confronting Inland Empire’s incendiary
images. Adroitly grappling with how Dern’s
performance enacts a dynamic of voyeuristic pleasure and performed pain, Anderson
cuts to the core of Hollywood’s founding
fictions and a collective cathexis on imperilled starlets and broken women, from the
Arbuckle scandal and the Black Dahlia on
to recent reckonings with misogyny and
sexual violence après Weinstein.
Anderson provocatively conjures the
electrifying nature of Dern’s performance,
that dexterous brew of incarnated artifice,
elasticated expressivity and shattered hurt,
finally imagining her “pliant mouth devouring” Lynch’s infernal fictions in their totality.
Here the star becomes both wilful instrument of the director’s imaginary and the
chthonic presence that exceeds it.
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ABOVE Ozu Yasujirō’s Late Spring (1949)

Few books on cinema in recent memory
have started from as audacious a premise as
Cinema’s Doppelgängers by Doug Dibbern, a
“counterfactual history” of the cinema; fewer
still have doggedly followed a wild premise
to such rich extremes as the author has
here. His 386-page book is a straight-faced
accounting of movies that never were, told
in character as alternate-reality Doug Dibbern, scholar and historian.
He begins with a long “Prolegomenon on the Aesthetics of Non-linearity”,
weaves a 100-movie Greatest Films guide
through this invented history of cinema
and concludes with seven essays on transformational moments in this same timeline,
such as the “Democratic Revolutions” in
Germany and Japan in 1965 and their consequences for the artform. How to chart
a map through cinema history without
recourse to key historical details that the
theoretical audience for this book would
already know? Hitler and the Bolsheviks
never came to power – and thus, with no
war, Hitchcock remained in Great Britain
and all the great German émigré filmmakers, like Fritz Lang, stayed in Germany (his
film ‘Wet Pavement’, 1946, was lauded on
release as “a fresh dose of lucid sophistication” and the film that inspired the movement “dubbed ‘Street Realism’”).
No war meant no resulting post-war shift
in aesthetics, and thus the French nouvelle
vague critics became filmmakers belatedly, if

at all. In 1994, “the Socialists swept elections
across Western Europe,” Dibbern writes in
a text on Jean-Luc Godard’s ‘Gangster Film’
(2002), establishing a funding structure
that enabled “Godard’s former colleagues
Jacques Rivette and Luc Moullet to direct
their first films, despite their advanced age”.
Silent movies were here phased out in 1936,
and alongside a cast of real historical characters (Stan Laurel, César Vallejo, Guru Dutt,
etc) are reconfigured names and fantastical inventions – Randall Jennings, Marcel
L’Enfant, Arsenii Beyakov, Orson Welles’s
‘The United Nations’, Gerhard Mannheim’s
‘The Rhineland’, and so on.
Dibbern’s Hollywood Riots (2015), an
underappreciated book on the progressive Hollywood cinema snuffed out by the
anti-communist blacklist, suggested his
capability and range as a writer and thinker
on film; Cinema’s Doppelgängers goes several
steps further in creating not only an imagined cinema history but a dazzling historiographical approach to making sense of it.
Dibbern’s book is a skeleton key for our own
world, one few would have been as capable
of imagining and bringing to life so inventively and with such wit. By concocting
this alternate universe, Dibbern has armed
us with a sharp set of tools for burrowing
through our own cinema history, for spotting in it the invisible threads that connect
the most microscopic of aesthetic shifts to
the most epic transformations in technology.
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